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ARTEQUITY PARTNERS WITH KENNY LEON’S 
TRUE COLORS THEATRE COMPANY FOR 2019 

NATIONAL FACILITATOR TRAINING  
POWERED BY ART PRACTITIONERS COMMITTED  

TO SOCIAL CHANGE 
 

Atlanta, GA— artEquity is excited to announce that the 5th Annual National Facilitator Training 
will be hosted in partnership with Kenny Leon’s True Colors Theatre Company in Atlanta, GA. 
On September 26 - 29 and October 24 - 27, 2019, a cross-section of arts practitioners and 
activists will come together for a deep-dive learning experience. Supported by The Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation and the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, artEquity provides tools, 
resources, and training to support the intersection of art and activism.  
 

Kenny Leon’s True Colors Theatre Company, founded in 2002, celebrates the rich tradition of 
Black storytelling while giving voice to bold artists of all cultures. True Colors is an important 
voice in the American discussion of diversity, supporting and propelling individuals and 
institutions in their quest for understanding. 
 

Each year, artEquity brings together a diverse national cohort from the arts sector. Arts 
educators, individual artists, artistic and executive directors, foundation leaders, community 
engagement staff, stage managers, and other thought leaders in the field participate in two 
four-day long intensives, in addition to individual and team learning projects. The sessions 
explore core skills needed to facilitate conversations across difference and address issues of 
equity on an interpersonal, group, and organizational level. Working from a commitment to 
popular education, artEquity does not position the facilitator training in a way that assumes 
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participants will become “experts.” Rather, the training emphasizes the need for personal 
exploration and life-long learning.  
 

An additional component of the training will be the immersion in the Atlanta arts and culture 
community. The cohort will have an opportunity to experience performances and discussions 
that connect theory with practice. Topics such as intergenerational leadership and leadership 
transitions, the impact of new executive leaders of color on the field, and the history of how civil 
rights informs the Atlanta theater community will be explored.  
 

Jamil Jude, the incoming Artistic Director at Kenny Leon’s True Colors Theatre Company, said, 
“we at True Colors are proud and pleased to host artEquity this fall. This partnership is 
consistent with our programming approach, through which we thrive at the intersection of artistic 
excellence and civic engagement. We anticipate creating an immersive experience into the rich 
Atlanta arts scene.”  
 

artEquity Director and Founder Carmen Morgan will once again be joined by a diverse team of 
co-facilitators: Ty Defoe (Writer and Interdisciplinary Artist/Indigenous Direction); Leslie Ishii 
(Stage Director and Arts Educator, Center Theatre Group and East West Players); and Michael 
Robertson (Special Projects Manager, artEquity).  
 

“At a time of significant leadership transitions, we have been encouraged by the growing 
number of executive leaders of color,” said Carmen Morgan. “We’re also clear that the current 
landscape would not exist without the legacy of theaters of color. With that in mind, artEquity is 
delighted to be hosted by Kenny Leon’s True Colors Theatre Company in our fifth year of 
programming. Given True Colors’ bold impact on the field, this year’s facilitator training will be 
transformative!”  
 

For more information about the program, please contact artEquity Program Manager of 
Education and National Initiatives, Selene Santiago, at ssantiago@artEquity.org and/or visit 
www.artEquity.org. 
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